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(3.) By   means  of another   resolution   the Conference conveyed its sense p
appreciation of the patriotic spirit and self-sacrifice shown by the accused in
the Meerut trial and the Lahore conspiracy case,
(4.) The Conference strongly condemned the repressive policy of Government
against political workers all over India and especially in Tamil Nadu.
(5 ) The Conference again emphatically condemned the action of the police m
attacking and dispersing a peaceful procession of Congressmen and volunteere
on the evening of roth December, 5929 when the Viceroy visited Madura.
(6.) The action of the British Government in refusing passport to Mr. Saklat-
wala to visit India to attend the Indian National Congress at Lahore also came
in for severe condemnation, at the hanls of the Conference.
(7.) A resolution appealing to all the young men of the districts of Madura
and Ramnad to take up the vsnrk of" spreading khaddar and removal of untouch-
ability and drink was also unanimously passed. Before dispersing an appeal
was made to the public for liberal donations to the Jatin Das Memorial Fund.
The   Non.Brahmin   Youth   Conference.
The second session of the Madura and Ramnad districts Non-Brahmin Youth
Conference was held at Madura on the 2$TH AUGUST 1929 under the presi-
dency of Mr. N. Sivaraj. The following are extracts from the presidential
ADDRESS deliverd by him :—
The Non-Brahmin movement, as I understand it, does not and ought not
to rest upon the slender foundation of office, but upon the solid rock of eternal
justice. It stands for the equal treatment of all human beings : for the abolition
of caste, and caste monopoly ; for natural rights as opposed to custom; for
man against a system. It is opposed to the mode of social conduct known as
Brahminism, which fixes for ever a man's station in life by the accident of his
birth. Many believe that the Non-Brahmin movement is against only the
predominant caste, the Brahmins, and are content with attacking the supremacy
of the Brahmin, without in their turn giving up the system which I call
Brahrainism, and of which they are more particular than the Brahmins them-
selves. I am inclined to call every one who sincerely or otherwise believes in
the system, a> Brahmin. Considered thus the majority are Brahmins; only
they fall into two categories, .the threaded and the thread less.
Talking of youth, you  will permit me to say what I understand by the term
<{ Youth ".   To me it does not signify merely a section of the population  who by
reason of some arbitrary age limit come to be called so.   Nor does it refer solely
to the student population.   It includes  the labourer in the fields,  the worker
in the factory, the petty trader and  the  rich Zamindar.   It knows no barriers
of caste, creed or colour.   It is  rather with reference to the spirit and outlook
upon life that youth has to be distinguished  from other  categories into  which
humanity falls.   Hope and enthusiasm, freedom  from prejudices and  love of
liberty, boundless energy and liveliness,  these are the distinctive characteristics
of youth.   The youth of a country, on account of these, .forms its most important
asset.   It is needless for me  to  tell  you  the part that youth has played in the
history of the world.   The pageant of youth through the ages is the most inspiring
theme.   Youth has very many achievements to  its credit.   It has undertaken
many a  mission and  carried it out successfully.   But it has always been at the
bidding of the elders.   Now however it has acquired a self-consciousness.   Youth
has organised itself all the world over, and stands on its own  feet.   It is seeking
to solve, all by itself, not merely national problems, but international problems.
Its methods are different from those of the elders.   Diplomacy, intrigue, formal?.
ties and ceremonies—these it abhors.   Youth thus has come to play a new role in
the world.   The League of Youth may succeed where the League or" Nations fails,
In our country more than in any other the youth have a new role to play*.
They have to stand tip against the rule of custom.   Custom is a huge octopus
griping India in its tentacles.   The country must be freed from its grip, before
it can advance an 1 inarch along  with the other countries  of the world.    The
task is one which requires boundless energy, enthusiasm and a real love of

